RECEIVING
The theme of the Presidents' Meeting, "Progress Through Reflection," is an appropriate finale to 1962. It fits well into the contemplative mood which the Christmas Season inspires. It is inventory time. It is the time to assess our accomplishments and aspirations. What do we have on our shelves? Despite heavy depletion all year, we have quite a surplus of Dedication, Loyalty, Enthusiasm, Cooperation and Opportunity. How are we going to maintain this abundance of intangible stock?
In Miss Casey's report to the Presidents' Meeting, she gave the incentive to successful organization. "The password is you. Without you there would be no us. Without us there would be no you." As she reminisced on Presidents' Meetings of the past decade, she recalled the motivation of those earlier sessions. The desire of National to achieve a cohesive, closely-knit organization, to provide a mutual platform for exchange of information and interchange of ideas, to promote and encourage the formation of constituent groups and to foster the objectives of our Association by nourishing, guiding, and strengthening each new addition. No effort has been spared in the ensuing years to attain these goals. She assured us that this energetic leadership will continue. One of the tenets of AAIN philosophy has been to encourage the autonomy of the individual association. Each group is encouraged to grow at its own level, to develop a spirit of local independence coupled with an awareness of National's interest and desire to offer stability and support whenever it is required. Perhaps the time has come, she said, for us to reverse our thinking. Many links in our chain have grown strong and self-reliant. Let us encourage them to look towards National and ask, What can we do for you? This interaction could tap a tremendous potential of vitality and growth.
Automation has been well publicized. Its effects are beginning to penetrate every aspect of community life. How simple it would be for AAIN if a push-button mechanism were to solve the intricacies of organization business. Human resources cannot be equated that easily. Our supplies of incentive and motivation need constant replenishing. There are no pat formulas or blueprints to guarantee precision performance but an effective interdependence of you and us will infuse and vitalize our activities, coordinate and solidify our objectives.
A glow of warm friendship penetrates our thoughts as the spirit of the Christmas season uplifts our hearts in grateful appreciation for what we have accomplished. It is our wish that you enjoy the bountiful blessings of the holida y season.
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